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PROTECTION MONITORING REPORT - NHAMATANDA 
 
Location:  Cura and Ndeja Resettlement sites, Nhamatanda District, Sofala Province 
Discussions: Camp Leader, women, men and children 
Participants: UNFPA, UNHCR, UNICEF, World Vision, Provincial Director for Gender, Children and 
Social Action (PDGCAS), Provincial Inspector General (DPGCAS), Head of Action Social-Nhamatanda 
and a team from DPGCAS. 
Date: 04 June 2019 
  
General background 
 
Cura and Ndeja are two of three resettlement sites in total  (the 3rd one being Metuchira) that were 
recently established in Nhamatanda District by the Government of Mozambique through the National 
Institute of Disaster Management (INGC) to accommodate IDPs relocated from different temporary 
accommodation centres within Nhamatanda District. Cura hosts 163 households (762 persons) and 
Ndhedja, 258 households (1,384 persons). The entire district is served by three trained social action 
staff only. Each family has been allocated a 600sqm plot (20mt x 30mt). 
 
The population resettled in Cura came from Água Rural Accommodation Centre; a temporary 
accommodation centre hosting a population from several nearby villages – 10 administrative areas 
affected by floods.   In Ndeja, the population resettled from three different locations; Otcha Otcha, 
Muda Nunes and John Segredo. In Ndeja, three different leaders representing the different groups act 
as camp managers. Camp residents are also divided by area of origin. 
 
The demographic composition of the populations comprises of women and children with very few 
men living within the site. It was reported that boys who are 15 years and above stay with their fathers 
outside the settlements.  
 
On the day of monitoring, the team was to 
meet with the District Administrator, Mr. 
Jose Tome prior to proceeding to site visits. 
Mr. Tome could not attend but was 
represented by the District Director in 
charge of Health and Social Affairs in 
Nhamatanda.   
 
The following points were discussed: 
 

1. Flooding in Metuchira 
Resettlement Site. The issue of 
flooding in Metuchira 
resettlement site (which the team 
had not visited during the day 
mission), was reportedly due 
drainage systems not working 
properly.  

2. Support has been received from 
protection and other humanitarian 
actors, for whom the GoM 
expressed gratitude. Through 

UNHCR, UNICEF, UNFPA, DPGCAS team meeting with the 
Director of Health at the District Administrator’s office, 
Nhamatanda. 
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DPGCAS, women of reproductive age benefitted from dignity kits distributed in both 
resettlement sites. The population also benefitted from food supply and farming tools 
provided by GoM, as well as emergency shelters and other NFIs. 

3. The Director of Health also received support in scaling up health care intervention in 
Nhamatanda for women and children. However, this is not enough to sustain some of the 
activities initiated. 

4. In Metuchira resettlement site, the closest medical facility is 5km far away. In Cura, it was 7km 
from the site. In Ndeja, GoM plans to build a health post. The District Administrator 
confirmed that this would ensure timely and effective assistance is given. 

5. On the day of the visit, celebrations were to be undertaken in Ndeja on the occasion of the 
International Environment Day and humanitarian actors were encouraged to join. 

6. It was noted that support to Persons with Disabilities remained a challenge. As in Cura and 
Ndeja, there were cases of individuals including children who required special assistance 
and/or mobility devices, although they stated to benefit from INAS programme involving a 
monthly subsidy. 

7. They also confirmed that through Light for the World, some assistive devices had been 
received by Social Action to support 3 cases. Distribution was yet to be done. 

 
 
1. General protection & safety 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
 
The resettlement site is located 7 Km from the Nhamatanda town, the population stated that they felt 
safe there. Women and girls who were in the Women Friendly Space said that the availability of local 
police has also helped in enforcing security within the camp.  
 
They confirmed that lighting had improved in the site following receipt of solar lamps that were issued 
by UNHCR three weeks ago. They are able to light their way to latrines at night, thereby reducing risks 
to walking in the dark and stepping on snakes apart from being harassed by males. 
 
At the time of the visit, the protection integrated desk was closed. It was realised that the community 
lacked information on the purpose. There were no protection focal points, social activists, volunteers 
or any other form of community support systems/personnel in the vicinity.  
 
The Women Friendly Space were fully operational with tunes of traditional dances being heard from 
afar. Women and girls seemed very happy. In one of the corners were pots they had made out of clay 
and placed to dry. This safe space is a great provision of vocational, skills training and livelihood 
programmes and information sharing on sexual and reproductive health (SRH) and gender-based 
violence prevention and referral. This contributes to empowerment of women and girls. 
 
Services are located by the entrance of the resettlement area and are not centrally located for easy 
and equal access to all households. The camp leader informed the group that plots had already been 
allotted to families and there was no space for such services to be repositioned. Related to site 
planning and preparation, it was noted that land clearing was done by burning vast areas of the site, 
causing indiscriminate and irreversible loss of trees. Cura is conceived to be a permanent site and 
families will be deprived from shaded areas and vegetation for many years. 
Many younger age children lack clothing and shoes. 
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Ndeja Resettlement site 
 
Just as Cura, in Ndeja the integrated protection desk was not operational, younger children lacked 
clothing and shoes; protection services (with exception of CFS) were all located at the entrance; and 
trees had been burned down indiscriminately. There is also a need to strengthen community 
structures in this site as there were no protection focal points, volunteers or activist on ground. The 
population relies on their three leaders from Otcha Otcha, Muda Nunes and Jhone Segredo to act as 
a link between them and service providers. 
 
The humanitarian female staff who were part of the mission had a brief focus group discussion with a 
group of women who were in the Women Friendly Space. This group confirmed that they felt safe 
living in the resettlement site, however, they lacked lighting and requested to be supported with solar 
lanterns. They also stated that the police also supported in mitigating crime as last month a case or 
robbery was reported and action was taken immediately. As such, they requested for more police 
presence. Women complained about birth registration process which is not regular and prioritizes 
more local host community than displaced population. In cases where the woman has more than two 
children to register, those registering only take the first two and the woman has to come back another 
day to complete registration for the remaining children  
 
Women and girls of reproductive age in both settlements stated that they had received dignity kits 
which have sanitary wear, hygiene items and protective items of whistle and small torch for lighting 
and the kits were appreciated.  
 
Follow-up:  

1. There is need for the protection cluster to follow up to ensure the protection desks are 
operational and there is always a representative. This representative should be able to 
confidently give a report of issues reported and/or recommendations on behalf of the people 
they represent and own the process. 

2. Provide adequate security presence (including female security personnel),  
3. It is recommended to review the site plan in order to relocate protection services in a more 

central location. 

Buckets donated to displaced women populations by UN, Government and Partners offer an illustration of 
joint assistance, Cura, Nhamatanda 
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4. Provide clothes and shoes for younger children in both sites. 
5. Remind site planners to adopt selective land clearing approach; and use fire as a last resort 

only and in a controlled manner which saves trees. 
 

 

 
 

 
2. Child Protection & Education 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
Birth registration activities for children 
are taking place and CFS is fully 
operational. WV staff was on site 
collecting children across the camp and 
entertaining them. Integration of 
specific PSS and ECD in CFS a priority 
moving forward. Elderly caring after 
grand children enrolled and benefiting 
from social protection programmes. 
Community based rehabilitation and 
assistive devices for people with 
disabilities, including children, a 
pressing need. Primary school is within 
a walking distance.  
DPGCAS invited actors to establish open air playground for younger children using local materials as 
well as to equip CFS with local supplies. 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site  
Birth registration activities are taking place, although not during the visit. CFS activities in Ndeja taking 
place sporadically with the assistance of local activists. Overall, still requiring some strengthening 
including availability of recreational kit. Integration of specific PSS and ECD in CFS a top priority in this 

DPGCAS, UNICEF, UNFPA, UNHCR and WVI speaking with Cura IDPs, Nhamatanda 
 

Mobile teams conduct birth registration, Cura site. 
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site too. Elderly people we talked to also enrolled in social protection programmes. Community based 
rehabilitation and assistive devices for people with disabilities a pressing need. No TLS available so far. 
Primary school is far (in Tica, approx. 7Km far from the site) and children would need to walk by the 
highway, which is dangerous.  
DPGCAS invited actors to establish open air playground for younger children using local materials as 
well as to equip CFS with local supplies. 
 
Follow-up:  

1. Establish a TLS in Ndeja 
2. Revive CFS activities in Ndeja 
3. Establish outdoor activities for children in both sites, using local supplies and materials. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
3. Persons with Disabilities 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
Two families identified each with 1 child with disability. They are enrolled in INAS programme, 
however specialised assistance is in need. In particular, CBR needs to be speeded-up and assisting 
devices provided as a matter of priority. 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site 
The team visited one elderly with a grave mobility disability. He is enrolled in INAS programme 
however needs a tricycle to be able to move. Also, the team noted his shelter was at the margin of the 
camp; and advised the camp manager to relocate them closer to services such as water and health 
post. The camp leader informed us that he will discuss with the leader of the Otcha-Otcha since 
apparently the services are within the area of competency of this leader.  PGCAS reinforced such point. 

UNICEF and DPGCAS discuss child protection activities, Ndeja site. 
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Follow-up:  

1. In Ndeja, improve emergency shelter to those in need, such as regular family tents. 
2. In Ndeja, follow-up with camp leaders on the request to relocate the person with mobility 

disability close to the services; and provide his family with a tent and him with a tricycle to 
support his mobility and dignity. 

3. In both camps, there is a need to establish CBR, led by Light for the World. 
 

 
4. WASH 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
 
Cura seemed to have sufficient communal toilets which were equivalent to the population in the 
resettlement site. Some families built their own family latrine. The only communal water bladder  is 
at the entrance of the camp, making it very hard for persons with specific needs especially the elderly 
and persons with disabilities to easily access water unless with additional support. 
 
The population also stated that water was not adequate for all. They were requesting for a borehole 
to be dug as a long-term solution. 
 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site 
 
There is a communal water bladder point at the entrance to the resettlement site. Three boreholes 
with manual pump are functioning across the site and, at the time of the visit, a 4th one was under 
construction using a new technology. People mentioned that water was adequate for all their needs. 
 
Follow-up:  
 

1. Cura site is in a flat area, hence water extension should be possible towards the centre of the 
camp as an immediate emergency measure; however, a borehole with manual pump would 
be the best sustainable solution preferred by the site people, as communicated by the Deputy 
Camp leader. 

2. In Ndeja, it was observed that some families were located on a very low lying area which could 
easily be flooded n case of heavy rains. This risk was also mentioned to the community leader. 
 

 
5. Shelter/NFI 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
All families live in individual family tents; and recently received NFIs (solar lamps, kitchen sets, sleeping 
mats, blankets, buckets, jerry cans, mosquito nets). The women confirmed that the items were 
adequate for the time being. 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site 
In Ndeja, tents were scattered across the site. Some families live in well erected tents whilst others 
lived in make shift shelters which did not give maximum protection from bad weather and intrusions 
and one of the inhabitants who is a person with serious mobility disability has such shelter. Besides 
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dignity kits, the population had not received much. Solar lamps and other basic items would be 
needed. 
 
Follow-up:  

1. In Ndeja, provide proper emergency shelter to those in need, such as regular family tents. 
2. In Ndeja, follow-up with camp leaders on the request to relocate the person with mobility 

disability close to the services; and provide his family with a tent and him with a tricycle to 
support his mobility and dignity. 

3. Provision of NFIs (blankets, sleeping mats, mosquito nets) and solar lanterns required in 
Ndeja. This will enhance lighting in the camp and in return mitigate GBV risks associated 
with lack of proper lighting in the camp. 

 
6. Livelihoods 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
All families live in individual family tents; and recently received NFIs (solar lamps, kitchen sets, sleeping 
mats, blankets, buckets, jerry cans, mosquito nets). 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site 
Many families are farmers and complained their fields are at about 2 hrs. walk from the site. Distance 
was closer prior to displacement, however those were generally unsafe, flood-prone areas to 
permanently live in. When asked, the camp leaders mentioned the area around the site is owned by 
host community and therefore no communal farming opportunities exist nearby. One of the leaders 
informed the joint team that most likely people will move to the lower lands for the farming season, 
then return back to the safe site as they wait for harvesting. 
 
Follow-up:  

1. Seedlings and farming tools requested. 
2. Advocate for communal farming land nearer resettlement site to reduce risks women and 

children face when travelling to far away old fields. 
 
 
7. Health 
 
Cura Resettlement site 
In Cura, the closest medical centre is in Nhamatanda town, 7km from the site. There were no mobile 
clinics in site or medical interventions being provided at the time of the visit. It was noted IOM 
provides for mobile health services. 
 
Ndeja Resettlement site 
In Ndeja, GoM plans to build a health post in the site. The District Administrator confirmed that this 
would ensure more timely and effective assistance is given. Medicos del Mundo had set up a clinic 
within the camp that was fully operational. 
 
Follow-up:  

1. Support has been received from Humanitarian actors and GoM through the Ministry of Health 
support in scaling up health care intervention in Nhamatanda for women and children. 
However, this is not enough to sustain some of the activities initiated. 
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Precarious shelter in Ndeja, Nhamatanda 
 


